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Palgrave & District Community Centre (PDCC) is a local charity
managed by a committee of trustees. The trustees are local residents
who volunteer their time to enable the Community Centre, the playing
field and the children’s play area to provide leisure and recreational
activities in our local community.
Chairperson: Sharon Cousins-Clarke ChairPDCC@gmail.com
Vice-chairperson: position vacant
Secretary: Sian Bunbury pdccsec@gmail.com
Treasurer: Val Firth valerie.firth1@ntlworld.com
Membership Secretary: Helen Thorburn 01379 651749
Bookings Secretary: Carol Hardstone 07394537621 or
pdcc.bookings@gmail.com
Other Trustees: George Georgiou, John Kilgannon, Jane Lockwood,
Lee Lockwood, Eric Milne and Jean Potter (Friendship Club)
Centre Coordinator: Jane Lockwood 07415401577
Website: Phil Dyer
Palgrave Star Editor: Heather Goddard thepalgravestar@gmail.com
The PDCC has to generate income to cover the running costs of the
Centre, the playing field and the children’s play area. We do this through
membership subscriptions, fundraising events and the hire of the Centre
for private functions and by regular activity groups and clubs.
Remarkably, given our strong community focus and the local amenities
we provide, we do not receive funding to cover our running costs from
public bodies such as the District Council or the Parish Council.
The PDCC offers a membership scheme which is open to any adult in
Palgrave and the neighbouring areas including Diss. Membership is
currently set at £10 per year. As well as helping us to keep the Centre
running, the scheme also gives members price reductions for some
PDCC events such as entry to the monthly cinema evenings.
Did you know that the PDCC funds and produces this village’s monthly
magazine, The Palgrave Star? It is delivered by volunteers and the editor
is volunteer, Heather Goddard. The Palgrave Star keeps the community
in touch with village life and is delivered free to every household in the
village. It is also available online at https://www.pdcc.co.uk/
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The Palgrave Star has been produced in good faith but errors may occur
during production. Please let us know if this happens so that it can be
corrected.

The deadline for the next issue is 8pm on 20th July
News and articles can be submitted via the editor at:
thepalgravestar@gmail.com
You can also contact the editor, Heather on 07917355614.
To advertise your business in The Palgrave Star contact:
palgravestar.adverts@gmail.com
Advertising in the Palgrave Star
Prices for 12 months advertising are:
Small box—5 x 6.5cm—£40
Large box 6.5 x 9.5cm—£60
Half page—£110
Full page—£175

Booking rates for Palgrave Community Centre
Main Hall
Monday to Friday - £10.00 per hour
Friday evening, Saturday and Sunday - £12.00 per hour
Lounge
Monday to Friday - £5.00 per hour
(Lounge is not available Friday evening)
Saturday and Sunday - £7.00 per hour
A 50% upfront payment and £100 damage deposit is required at time
of booking.
Contact the bookings secretary: 07394537621 or
pdcc.bookings@gmail.com
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The Trustee Committee of the
Palgrave & District Community Centre
& Playing Field
respectfully ask:
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Contact details for regular clubs and organisations using
Palgrave Community Centre
•
•
•
•
•

•

•

•
•
•
•

•
•

Boot Camp - Stephen Jessop 07788313070
Carpet Bowls and Cribbage - Jean Potter 01379 651926
Drama Tots - Donna Corbyn 07535709969
Diss Art Group - Phil Dyer 07597495408
Extend - Polly Lavender 01379 643212 or 07739529449
Diss and Eye Parkinsons support group carolinemawalker@icloud.com
Friendship Club - Mavis Balding 01379 650452 or Jean Potter 01379
651926
LK Dance – Lynne Bailey 07835021439
Meditation group – info@meditateinnorfolk.org
Palgrave All Stars—George Georgiou 07507862660
Palgrave Parish Council - palgravepc@gmail.com
Palgrave Photo Group - Phil Dyer 07597495408
Ukaholics Anonymous (Ukulele group) - Pete Arnold 07934432185

I found a small sterling silver ring (perhaps a child’s) under our
hedge on Blands Farm Close, and am trying to reunite it with its
owner. Perhaps it may have been lost during the Open Gardens
weekend last year? If you have lost a ring and think this may be
yours, please contact me:
Kathryn Westerveld, kawesterveld@gmail.com or 07920 888887
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All Things Jubilee
There was a lot going on in Palgrave over the Jubilee Bank Holiday week. The
“ hit squad” had already transformed the bus shelter into the Queen’s throne
room complete with orb, sceptre and crown, this formed many photo opportunities throughout the week. Camilla the corgi, who was tethered to the recently
refurbished pump on the village green, decided to go walkabout and had to be
relocated to Lows Lane to keep her under control. Maybe she had heard about
the afternoon tea tables on the Green and went to investigate, only to be
disappointed to find the cakes were not edible, realistic but crafted from crochet.
The other tea table was papier mâché so no joy there either. All the remaining
corgis were much better behaved.
St George brought along the Dragon, and proudly stood on the Green keeping a
watchful eye on the portraits of the Queen produced by the school children
which formed bunting to adorn the fence surrounding the school.
The Grange Musical Collection located on the outskirts of Palgrave hosted an
evening which ended with a rousing concert of music old and new from the past
70 years. As the Wurlitzer rose up we were surprised to see that Her Majesty
had made it to Palgrave resplendent in blue attire (albeit life size in cardboard)
together with two Grenadier Guards, no double there were plain clothes police
officers amongst us. Around fifty people had an entertaining evening and we
sang to the music which of course included the national anthem. Well done
Johnny and team. For those of you that couldn't make it, there are open days
throughout the summer.
The band Red Heart played some rather loud rock music at the Centre and folk
even came from as far afield as the big city of Norwich. Big Ants Disco had folk
bopping around the Hall burning off the calories from the BBQ they had just
consumed. The archive photos were displayed in the Centre and many people
came but disaster struck, we ran out of cake - will do better next time.
The Centre was transformed, red, white and blue our new temporary decor,
bunting stretched across the hall, the walls festooned with hand crafted unique
items produced over many weeks leading up to the Jubilee. A very large handmade ‘rustic ‘ Union Jack assembled by cutting up coloured sheets sourced from
Charity Shops hung on the centre outside wall (we must be slightly mad as it
took hours). The weather held out until the Platinum Picnic-it was chilly, folk sat
in the tents protected from the elements. People came along with their chairs,
blankets and picnics to be entertained by the Ukulele Band and the recently
formed Palgrave Players who sang a medley of songs. The Platinum Pudding
winner of the Fortnum & Mason national competition was available to sample
and seemed to be well received. Not quite the authentic recipe as time did not
permit making Swiss roll, lemon curd and ‘proper’ custard (Google the recipe to
appreciate my comment). Leftover Platinum Pudding was enjoyed by a local
doctors surgery, my place of work, and they cheekily requested more!
Those of you who wandered around the village following the Family Treasure
Trail will have discovered things that you hadn’t noticed previously.
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It was a good bank holiday week, tiring for some, stressful for others, none of us
will see another Platinum Jubilee, there may never be another one. Hopefully we
managed to make some memories to look back on. Many people were involved
in many ways, too many to thank on this page as I do not want to risk omitting
anyone. So to everyone involved, whether you helped in a large way, a small
way or just came along to an event.
A VERY BIG THANK YOU AND WELL DONE EVERYONE
However, there is one person who deserves a particular mention - without
whose enthusiasm, ideas, artistic involvement, hours of hard work and
dedication our 2022 Platinum Jubilee events would not have happened.
Jane McClintock - many thanks from the people of Palgrave and beyond.
Helen Thorburn
N.B. If you missed seeing the Jubilee Decorations in the Community Centre they
should be up until the end of June, maybe longer.
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Palgrave & District Nature Notes
First task this month has to be acknowledging those reports that I was unable to
mention last month. In addition to a number of first sightings of summer visitors
there were several cautionary tales, particularly Mike Bootman's graphic story of
Japanese Knotweed, a highly invasive species brought to the UK in the first half of
the 19th Century. It seems that a recent article in the EADT highlighted the danger
that this plant poses for property owners, including here in Palgrave, and he
suggests that we all be on the lookout for this perennial, thicket-forming weed that
spreads rapidly by rhizomes; it has reddish stems, oval leaves and white flower
sprays and, if at all suspicious, Mike suggests checking it on the Environet UK
website. Predation was on the mind of Jan Hicks when she told me of the fate of
'her' Blue Tits' nest in a watering can hanging outside the garden shed, victims she
thinks of either a Magpie or Grey Squirrel, though inside the shed a Blackbird
seemed secure. Graham Leigh encountered predation more directly when, an early
morning in May, he witnessed a Sparrowhawk taking, plucking and eating a
Blackbird in their Priory Road garden; feathers galore. Jan was also very
concerned that predation may have been the fate of the Spotted Flycatchers that
used to nest in the trees in front of her house on The Green but have not been
seen for the last three years. Fond, like me, of these charismatic, though drab
looking little grey birds, that don't usually arrive here until late May from their
sub-Saharan wintering grounds, Jan would very much like to know if anyone has
seen a 'spotted fly' in the trees on the Green in the past year or two, so if you have
do please get in touch with her. The more likely cause of their current rarity is most
likely to be the fairly universal dearth of insects, victims of mankind's war on so
many of them, though not all: Pat Leigh told me of the unwelcome attempts of
[Common?] wasps to build an early nest in their garden gazebo, probably not an
attraction whilst enjoying a quiet, relaxing drink, but it does bring into focus the
drastic effect that such conflict can have upon our friendly little Spot and his like.
On the other hand Janet Lockett was pleased to tell me that when walking along
the riverside and on Fair Green she was pleased to see the number of Swifts,
Swallows and Martins on the wing overhead, insectivores all. As Janet had recently
read Prof. Goulson's latest book, 'Silent Earth', she felt it something of a lift after the
depressing tale of the demise of insects generally. A number of people have
remarked upon the state of the hedges alongside the Lows footpath, the apparent
devastation caused by caterpillars encased in their thousands in silken cocoons:
Penny Thompson thinks they are the larvae of one (or both) of the two species of
Ermine moth, the Buff or the White; both are common in this country, in flight from
mid-May 'til late July. Clare Wells sent me photos of the larvae and of the severed
leg of some unfortunate largish, bird that I was unable to identify! And finally an
equally unfortunate tale from Paul Ashington: he encountered a young Roe deer
that had got its head stuck between the bars of the gate to his allotment, which he
extricated with some difficulty and help, but no thanks from the creature itself!
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At the end of May there arrived an image of a (presumably) slimy slug – a Leopard
slug. Also known as the Great Grey slug , which perhaps gives an idea of its size
and good looks, it is apparently to be found in Janet's garden. Unlike its more
familiar but largely loathed smaller relatives, however, it feeds mainly on decaying
plant material and fungi rather than on growing vegetables, so does little damage in
our gardens. As a brief aside, Robert Cameron ('Slugs & Snails' Collins NN 2016)
relates that this species was used in the later stages of WW1 to give early warning
of gas attacks, allowing defenders time to put on a mask before concentrations
became harmful: he perhaps hopes to spread a little gratitude to this largely
disliked group. Michael Lockett, continuing with a similar, rather unsavoury theme,
also sent a photograph of massed dung beetles engaged in their favoured
occupation, devouring a fresh-looking meal – but alas not in the UK, which perhaps
reflects badly on the parlous status of entomology here. However Janet retrieved
the situation with a more normal report of Jackdaws that have adopted their
chimney as their preferred home – fascinating birds. Red kites also seem to have
made increased impact on the Palgrave ornithological scene, their presence having
been reported by Heribert Westerveld over the east of the parish, and by Deborah
Eastwood at the western end. Debbie also described how her garden, close to The
Ling, is used by a number of smaller species that are less than usual in much of the
village – Linnets, Yellowhammers, Bullfinch, Blackcap, Whitethroat and, very
welcome this year, a Frog. Mike Bootman has also given me a roundup from his
garden, which included a small number of Starlings, but he questioned Penny
Thompson's suggestion last month about damselflies' 'relatively weak and fluttering' flight means they do not engage in aerial combat like dragonflies – I'm no
expert but have never seen them 'fighting', just mating ... any thoughts? Good news
though about hares as Anna Lidzey, Roger True, Janet and Jane McC. have
reported sightings of a leveret. Phil Dyer has had a Song Thrush nesting beside the
kitchen window and Jane was very excited to find a Bee Orchid in the rough grass
that is our 'wildlife garden'. Amazing!
Ian McC.

18/06/2022
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Palgrave Community Club
Friday Family Bar
Come and have a drink
with friends and family at
Palgrave Community Club

Become a member of the bar for £1 per year.
Reduced prices on all drinks for members.
Open every Friday
7.30pm– 10.00pm
Lee Lockwood
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Working Party Volunteers Needed
We are looking for a cross section of parishioners to join an independent
Working Party to look at the mitigations required including biodiversity,
landscape, wildlife etc, if and when we finally receive the planning
application for the PACE Solar Farm. If it is approved, we will need to
work with PACE to negotiate the needs and aspirations of the village and
obtain a result that is beneficial to Palgrave for the next 40 years.
If you have expertise in a particular field that may come in useful within
this working party, please get in touch or pass this information on to a
local expert you may know that may be keen to be involved.
It is the intention that this working party is open and transparent, with
clear agendas and minutes all in the public domain. Whilst it will work
with the Parish Council, it will be independent of it.
Please get in touch with Caroline Emeny, Parish Clerk, in the first
instance. Details E; palgravepc@gmail.com or T; 01986 798422 and
leave a message.

Come along and enjoy a cream tea at Thelnetham
windmill and while you are there have a guided tour of
the mill, see the restored Ruston Hornsby engine
operate and watch the video of the actual restoration of
the mill as it took place or just sit and watch the sails
turning.
The next open day is on July 3rd and we are open from
11 am until 4 pm in conjunction with the Little Ouse
Headwaters Project where there will be rural crafts,
stalls, art, sheep dog demos, guided fen walks, vintage
tractors and much more
I hope to see you there
Chris Mills
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ANSWERS: Palgrave
Family Treasure Trail
Sally Hoskins was the worthy winner of the prize for the Palgrave Treasure Trail!
She answered the quiz questions correctly and found an impressive
number of trees, plants, flowers, birds and animals in Palgrave house names.
Congratulations, Sally on your prize of a lovely ceramic bird made by Jane West!

Spoiler Alert! Please avert your eyes now if you’re planning to do the trail over the
summer and don’t want to see the answers yet!
1. Where in Palgrave would the Queen go (or have gone in the past) if her horses
need new shoes? Forge Close OR the Blacksmith village sign on the Green
2. Where in Palgrave might she let her horses out to graze? The Paddocks (or
The Green or Ancient Meadow House)
3. Where would the Queen have gone if she needed a new wheel for her carriage?
Wheelwrights
4. Where would the Queen have gone to buy a stamp to send a postcard from
Palgrave to her family? The Old Post Office
5. Where might the Queen have gone to have a new cloak woven for her?
Weavers Mark
6. Where would the Queen have gone to wring water out of her cloak after washing
it? Mangle Cottage
7. Where might the Queen settle down with a good book? The Old Reading
Room

8. Which red stone might the Queen find in Palgrave if she needed to replace one
in her crown? Garnet (Garnet House)
9. This cottage’s name indicates that it must have been here at the time of an
earlier Queen Elizabeth … what is its name? Tudor Cottage
10.There are 2 red crowns to be found in Palgrave – where are they? On the 2
post boxes in the village: one by the Green, one on Upper Rose Lane
11.Perhaps Her Majesty could find a small windmill, tulip or piece of cheese here?
Little Holland
12.Which protected bird species, owned by the Queen, used to look after young
children in Palgrave? The Swan
13.Where in Palgrave would be an ideal spot for the Queen have a rest and
remember her Diamond Jubilee? Jubilee bench by the pond on the Green
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House names in Palgrave contain many elements from the natural world:

14.Trees and plants: Apple tree, Ash, Birch, Bracken, Cedar, Cherry, Chestnut,
Dogwood, Elm, Fern, Heathers, Hemp, Hollies, Ivy, Laburnum, Laurel, Lime,
Linden, Mistletoe, Oak, Orme (= elm in French), Peanut, Pear tree, Sycamore,
Tree Tops, Walnut, Willow, Wood, Yew.
15.Flowers: Fuchsia, Japonica, Jasmine, Magnolia, Romneya, Rose, Rosella
16.Birds: Dove, Falcon, Goldcrest, Lark, Martin (Martyn), Rosella (Parakeet),
Swan, Wren
17.Animals: Badger, Dog(wood), Horse(pond), Kyloe, Lion and Lyon, Mole(hill).
18.Where in Palgrave can you find the characters in this nursery rhyme?
The lion and the unicorn
Were fighting for the crown
The lion beat the unicorn
All around the town. On the wall of Weavers Mark
Letter search
Peter

The saint to which Palgrave church is dedicated

Lows

Not the highest point in Palgrave

Anne

What is the name of the Queen’s daughter?

Tiara

Lighter than a crown, but still very regal

Ivy

Two cottages in Palgrave are named after this festive greenery

Nook

A secluded single-storey spot in Palgrave

U

Sounds like trees that may be found in several places in
Palgrave

Martyn

Surname of the Rector who founded Palgrave school

Jewels

Decorations for the Queen’s smartest headwear

U

You will always find one (of these letters) in a queen

Blacksmith

Who is hard at work on The Green?

I (corgi/dorgi)

The tail end of the Queen’s favourite breed of dog

Lion

A ferocious animal heading towards Wortham

Ermine

Furry edging for a royal cloak

Elizabeth

What was the name of the Queen’s mother?

Solution: PLATINUM JUBILEE
K. Westerveld
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On Thursday 16th June a team of ten
Year 1s and 2s represented Palgrave
School at an athletics event held at
Thomas Mills High School in
Framlingham. They competed in a
300m race, a 50m sprint, a vortex
throw and a standing long jump.

Ten children from Years 3 & 4
represented the school at the athletics
event. They took part in a 400m race,
a 50m sprint, a vortex throw and a
standing long jump. The team did very
well. It was a great (and very hot)
afternoon and both teams showed
excellent sporting values.

On 9th June a team from Palgrave
took part in a cricket tournament held
at Mellis Cricket Club. They played
matches against Wortham,
Gislingham, SRH Framlingham and
Worlingworth. The team won two
matches and lost two. The team
displayed excellent sporting values.

Millie came third and got a bronze
medal in the Cross Country Finals at
Mellis Common on Monday 6th June.
Well done Millie!
The next inter-school sporting event
for Palgrave School is a rounders
tournament in July. The School’s
Sports Day also takes place in July.
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As part of our Claylands Wilder Connections Project we are running
Citizen Science Campaigns. Each season we’re asking you to record
your sightings of three species that make a home in the South Norfolk
Claylands, to help us get a better picture of the areas that support these
creatures and to help guide future conservation work.
Turtle dove, water vole, and glow-worm are the third set of species to be
selected because of their association with summer and the species’ need
for large areas of connected habitat here in South Norfolk.
You can share your sightings:
1) On our online Spotter Survey:
www.norfolkwildlifetrust.org.uk/wilderconnections
2) By emailing wild@norfolkwildlifetrust.org.uk
3) By calling Sue Grime, Wilder Connections Engagement Officer
07393 807897.
We’ll need to know what you saw where and when.
The Claylands Wilder Connections project aims to work with landowners,
communities, and volunteers to “stitch together the fabric of the
countryside” by creating, restoring, and enhancing habitats to benefit
local wildlife within the Claylands Living Landscape area.
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This year, the State Opening of Parliament saw HRH the Prince of Wales deliver
HM the Queen’s speech for the first time, due to concerns around HM the Queen’s
health. The State Opening marks the beginning of a new Parliamentary session
and the Queen’s Speech set out 38 new Bills which will help the Government to
continue delivering on its top priorities.
Amidst those new Bills is the Levelling Up and Regeneration Bill, which will deliver
planning reforms, regenerate towns and cities and shift powers down from central
Government to local leaders, giving communities a louder voice and empowering
them to shape their own futures.
Whilst I welcomed earlier plans to reshape planning policy, the one size approach
proposed was not appropriate for Suffolk and I was very pleased to have played my
part in delivering a rethink on that earlier White Paper. So, whilst the devil lies in
the detail and I await full sight of the detail in the new proposed planning reforms, I
am pleased that the voice of local communities will be heard as part of the new
reforms. I have always taken the view that any development should be
appropriate, protecting out greenbelt land wherever possible and retaining the
fabric, heritage and character of our rural villages and small towns here in Suffolk.
It is vital that any development should be delivered through a truly locally led
planning system and communities should retain the right to shape the areas in
which they live, something which this new Bill should help to enshrine in law.
I have also written recently about how rising energy costs caused by the conflict in
Ukraine have reinforced the need to improve Britain’s energy security. We have
finally realised the importance of being less reliant upon foreign supplies for our
energy and the need to improve our own energy security. The sustainable answer
to securing our energy and fuel needs must come through investment in carbon
neutral and renewable sources, so I welcome the proposed Energy Security Bill
which will ultimately deliver a more secure, homegrown, and cheaper energy
network for all of us.
I was delighted to welcome the Education Secretary, the Rt. Hon. Nadhim Zahawi,
to Stradbroke where he met with Head Teachers from schools across Central
Suffolk and North Ipswich. He spoke to them about his aspirations for driving up
standards for all children and the increased funding which has been secured via
the Schools Bill. I have long been pushing for more money for our schools here in
Suffolk and very much welcome this additional investment which will help to drive
up standards and help our children catch up on lost learning during the past two
years.

Finally, I particularly welcome the new Mental Health Bill and hope to be able to use
my own knowledge and experience as a mental health doctor to be part of the early
scrutiny process in shaping this Bill, so that sensible and appropriate changes can
be made to ensure that it better benefits and meets the needs of patients here in
Suffolk.
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Parish Council Monthly Update
The next meeting is on 14th July at 7.30 pm in the PDCC
lounge.
Speeding in the Village: With 4 sites that we can now move our speed indicator
devices (SIDS) to, we ARE in need of more volunteers to help with the rota. The devices have
been operational now for well over 2 years and we cannot thank the current volunteers
enough for their time and dedication in keeping these going over that time. Speeding is
something that affects everyone in the village, irrespective of class or creed. Please show your
support and give a little of your time to help keep the volunteer rota going, the more the
merrier as it shares the burden. You will be required to change the batteries approximately
every 7 days for 4 weeks at a time, after which the SID must be moved to a new location or
rotated in direction, whichever is allocated to that particular device. Allow for approx. ½ hour
once a week.
The Village Green: We are hopeful that by the time you read this, we, as a village, will be the
proud owners of The Green after a very protracted sale which began in March 2021. With
ownership comes a lot of responsibility and as such, you may see increased activity on The
Green while we research what immediate tasks are required and how we prioritise them. The
current owners have not carried out any maintenance for many years so we are mindful there
is a bit of a backlog, including the replacing of some of the missing or damaged bollards.
Vacancy for a Parish Council: There is a vacancy for 1 person to be elected onto the Parish
Council. Why get involved? Do you want to do something positive and hope to make a
difference by influencing decisions that affect your community? Then please put yourself
forward to become a Parish Councillor. Send your details to the clerk with a brief paragraph
about what you will bring to the role. The criteria you must meet is available on our website
for more information.
PACE Solar Farm: The application is now live on the Mid Suffolk Planning Portal. DC/22/02667
@ Grange Farm, Old Bury Road for a mounted solar photovoltaic (PV) farm; along with
continued agricultural use, ancillary infrastructure, substation, security fencing, landscaping
provision, ecological enhancements and associated works in the. We will be discussing the
application at the meeting on 14 July. This is your opportunity to put your views forward and
you can also comment directly on the planning portal. Please bear in mind the public forum at
a meeting is limited to 15 minutes with each speaker only permitted a maximum of 3 minutes.
We must stress that it is up to each individual to use their voice and make a comment.
Projects are not just automatically approved by MSDC and the recent spate of solar farm
applications across Suffolk have provoked a huge amount of objections. We have also been
informed of a 2nd solar farm in the Palgrave area via Aura Power. We have no details yet and
are pressing Mid Suffolk for some basic details e.g. size and location..
You can always read the last published full minutes on the notice board at Forge Close or via
the website: www.palgrave.onesuffolk.net
If you have any matters you wish to raise, please come along to a meeting or contact the clerk
E: palgravepc@gmail.com T: 01986 798422 (answerphone).
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Palgrave Walking Group
Everyone is welcome to join our free friendly group, but it is regretted that dogs cannot be
allowed on our walks unless it is specifically announced as such in the newsletter.
Additionally, Palgrave Walking Group, or its walk leaders, cannot be held liable for any
injury sustained whilst on any walk they organise. Any questions, or if you wish to
unsubscribe from the newsletter Please contact Bob, bobsolley@aol.com.
if you wish to join us on any of the walks, please feel free to join us at the Palgrave
Community Centre or individual walk starting points. If you want to join us for the first
time from Palgrave, please make contact in advance so we can be sure there will be a car
seat if necessary.
Unless it’s a local walk for most walks we meet at the community centre for car sharing,
normally leaving sharp at 9.45am on the 2nd, 3rd and 4th Tuesday of each month but
please check individual walk details.
Margaret T’s walk on Tuesday July 12th - Alburgh (pronounced 'Ar-brer) near Homersfield, a
4.5-mile walk. Meet at Palgrave 9.45 for car sharing and make our way to the Village Hall for
parking in Low Road, Alburgh IP20 0DP. Walk starting about 10.20. An easy but interesting walk
using quiet lanes and clear field paths around the Waveney Valley. There are no stiles. For
those wanting to, I will endeavour to source a place for us to go for refreshments and send details
nearer the time.
Sue & Felicity’s away walk on July 19th - Wandlebury is situated amongst the Gog Magog hills
near Cambridge - named after two mythical giants. It is a site of particular historical and
archaeological interest. The main feature is the remains of an Iceni iron age hill fort dating back
2,500 years. The fort itself has long since disappeared having been constructed of wood but one
of the ring ditches still remain and reaches up to 5 metres deep in places. There is a tumulus, a
listed ancient monument, which can be viewed from one of the country parks paths. There has
also been evidence of a later roman occupation at the Wandlebury site. In the 18th century
Wandlebury housed the famous Godolphin Arabian horse stables. The manor house was
demolished but the impressive stable buildings are still there. Also in the grounds is the Tadlow
granary, said to date back to the 15th century. Wandlebury is set in a reserve and country park,
most of which is open to the public. Our route will take us on paths around the reserve through
woodland - including a majestic beech avenue - fields and meadows. We will venture along part
of the roman road and of course, take a walk around the ring ditch of the iron age fort itself.
To get there, take the A11 towards Stansted then exit at the Fourwentways roundabout. Take the
A1307 Babraham road towards Cambridge. You will hit a section of dual carriageway. As you go
up the hill, look out for the sign to Wandlebury which will be a right turn. The turn takes you
across the carriageway straight into the car park. If you miss it, carry on to the next roundabout
and drive up the other side of the carriageway! Post code is CB22 3AE. There is plenty of
parking, but charges are £3.15 so car sharing is probably the prudent option. The car parking
charges are payable by card only. Travel time to Wandlebury from Diss area is around one hour,
maybe a smidge more, assuming no traffic holdups. I suggest we aim for a 10.15 - 10.30 am start
so leave Palgrave at around 9.00 am. Hostelry details nearer the time.
Mystery Walk from Palgrave on July 26th
Leaving at 9.45 as usual.
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A few photos from the
Jubilee torch relay
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